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INTRODUCTION

, Shrimp fishing in Brazil is a very important social
economic activity, prawn exports have increased about
258
percent in the last ten years, from 2.4 thousand tons in 1974
to 9.3 thousand tons in 1985. Shrimp exports
represent
60
percent of the total value of alI fisheries products. (SUDEPE
1986).
Brazil's coast line has an extension of
4,590
nautical miles. The shrimp trawling activities
occur
from
latitude 5º N to 28º S. Commercial fishing is carried out on
aLl the coast extension in small artesanal or industrial scale.
The operation methods vary from oceanic double-rig trawlers to
small stern trawlers, cast nets, gerival nets, fyke-nets
and
gill nets.
Shrimp fisheries in Brazil are been studied by
a
national research programme, Permenent Study Group on Shrimp,
GPE. It was created by SUDEPE with the purpose to study
alI
biological aspects and development of the fisheries operations.
The members are researchers from many
different
fisheries
departments and uni versities. The results of the annual meetings
are submited to SUDEPE that establishes laws and regulations
for the fisheries.
Other authors as Barbosa, and Rocha, (1977), Porto,
(1984), Fonteles Filho, (1984) and Rebelo Neto, (1985)
have
published papers about biological aspects of shrimp fisheries.
Bailon (in preparation, 1980) and Damasceno (in
preparation,
1985) made the first evaluation of the participation
of fish
by-catch in North prawn fisheries.
The present paper deals mainly with
the fishing
operations, methods and special attention is directed towards
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present
the by-catch national status, its problems and the
situation of the research programmes related to this matter.

2 -

BACKGROUND

The national shrimp fleet is composed
by
1155
industrial vessels (12)_ 23 meters) and 4289 small
artesanal
boats (5 - 9 meters). The total landings in 1985 reached 39.351
tons, that includes aLl major shr imp species (Periaeus subtilis,
Penaeus paulensis, Penaeus brasiliensis
and
Xiphopenaeus
kroyeri). (Sudepe. PDP, 1986).
lhe fishing gear and methods, of the trawler fleet
have changed very little since the introduction of the double-rig
system in 1960. In 1984 SUDEPE/FAO introduced the four net rig
in the north region and gradually it is spreading towards the
southern regions. The split-winch has been recently developed
by a national company and i t is been welI accepted by the fleet.
The total national by-catch is estimated in 414.883
tons, from which 32 percent of this catch is landed (133.817
tons) and 68 percent is wasted (281.066 tons). lhe
discarded
ratio varies by region because of fishing operations
(number
of days at sea), composition of the catch and social-economic
aspects of the population. The waste ratio is 97.5 percent in
the north (average), 11 percent in the north-east
and
65
percent in the southern region. (Table 3)
One of the biggest problems concerning with by-catch
occures in the southern artesanal fleet that was
responsible
for 60 percent of the total landing in 1985 (7413 tons).
The
fishermen use trawls and seine nets with small meshes, 26 mm,
in laggons and coastal areas where the by-catch is composed by
a great percentege of juvenile fish.
In 1986 SUDEPE/CEPSUL started a research programme
on selectivity of shrimp trawl nets in the south af
Brazil.
During the last five months experiments with escape
sections
for by-catch and new net designs were tested by the R.V. Diadorim.
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3 - CARACTERISTICS

The
regions. The
south-east and
located on the
3.1 - North

OF THE TRAWL FISHING

REGIONS

are two main (large scale)
trawl
fishing
first is in the north and the second in the
south of Brazil. A third developing
area
is
north east coast. '(Figure 1).

Region

productive
The north Amazon region has the most
Orinoco
shrimp grounds. ihis area is limited by the river
(Guyana) and by the state of Maranhão, covering an area of
223.000 km2•
Fishing activities started in 1960 by foreign fleets
established in neighbouring coutries; Guiyana and
Trinidad.
In 1969 Brazilian fishing activity began with a national fleet
of 5 boats. In 1970 the 200 miles limit was established
and
international agreements were signed giving permission
for
foreign fleets to operate in ,Brazilian waters. This law lasted
until 1977. Since 1978 foreign vessels can only operate in the
region if they are commissioned with a national firm in a joint
venture contract. This law will last until 1989.
The north fleet is composed of steel
double-rig
trawlers of 19 to 23 m long equiped with motors of 250 to 450
HP. AlI boats have refrigerated holds and stay at sea for
45
days (average). (SUOEPE / POP, 1986).
The main specie caught in the Amazon area
pink shrimp (P. subtilis) (Table 1).

is

Table 1
Number of boats and landings of,Penaeus subtilis from
different fleets based in the north region in 1984.
(Source: SUOEPE, 1986.)
FLAG
Nº BOATS
LANOINGS (KG)
Brazil
116
2.724.989
USA
35
360.398
Japan
18
854.011
Corea
36
1.056.804
Trinidad
09
109.759
TOTAL,
214
5.105.961

the
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In May 1986 the national fleet increased
boats and the number of foreign vessels decreased
trawlers. lhe total catch in 1985 was 8,005,7 tons.

to
to

178
75

3.2 - North East Region
lhe north east coast of Brazil is characterized
by
a tipical tropical climate, warm waters and coral
sea
bed.
However, the important São Francisco river, situated in the area
at 100 45" lat.S. provides coastal shrimp grounds
that
are
developing gradually an important fishing industry
in
the
)

region.
A small fishery started in 1974
on an artesanal
scale. lhe fleet was composed of small coastal boats equipped
with inboard diesel engines (20 - 40 HP). lhe boats used only
one small two seam trawl operated at the stern.
lhe main species caught are the sea bob
and the white shrimp (P. schmitti).

(X.

broyeri)

Since 1978 the fishing companies from
the North
started to invest in the region and introduced the double-rig
trawling. In 1985 the fleet was composed of 36 vessels
with
sizes bigger than 10 m and 156 bpats with sizes smaller
than
9 m.
lhe total catch in 1985 was 248.4 tons of the white
shrimp and 3,076.0 tons of sea bobo (SUOEPE I CEPENE, 1986).
3.3 - lhe South East and South Region
lhe south east and south region has the second major
shrimp fishing grounds of Br azLl . lhe trawling operations extend
from lat 18030' S to lato 28000' S covering anareaof
17,100
NM2•
Industrial prawn fishing for P. brasiliensis
and
P. paulensis started in 1950 using stern trawling.
In 1966
double-rig(two net-rig)was introduced and rapidly developed in
alI the region. In 1980 the fishing effort started to
reduce
the shrimp population and the productivity of the trawlers was
seriosly affected. In 1984 protectional measures were established
during the recruitment season and fishing was prohibited
for
two months per year. In 1986 this period was extended to three
months. lhese measures were taken by the permanent study Group
on Shrimp (GPE/SUDEPE).

·s.
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prawn landings (~brasiliensis)
increased
103
percent from 1984 to 1985, from 6,096 tons to 12,355
tons..
lhe artesanal lagoon fisheries was responsible for 60 percent
of the total catch and the industrial fleet had an increase of
21 percent. (Table 2).
lable 2
Landings and main species caught in 1985 in the
south east and south region. (Source: SUDEPE, 1986)
Main Species

Landings (tons)

Penaeus brasiliensis & Penaeus paulensis
xiphopenaeus kroyeri & others
Penaeus schmitti

12,355
14,719
947

lOlAL

28,021

lhe prawn fleet in 1985 was composed by349double-r ig
trawlers of 19 - 24 m equipped with motors of 180 to 270 HP.
Most vessels have their wheel house located at the stern. lhis
system is preferred by many skippers because it gives
better
steering control in bad weather.
Sea bob (X. kroyeri) fisheries started in 1962 when
most of the landings were salt dryed for the local market. In
1972 peeling machines were introduced and the demand of fresh
shr imp increased from 8,530 tons in 1971 to 10,941 tons in 1972
(Rebelo, 1985). lhe biggest landing occured in 1981 with 15,586
tons and for the last few years the increase of the
fishing
effort has reduced the total catch to 11,860 tons
(SUDEPEI
CEPSUL, 1986).
lhere are two classes of boats fishing the sea bobo
lhe first is composed of 556 small wooden (9 to 12 m) double-rig
trawlers equiped with 90 to 120 HP motors. lhis fleet works on
a semi-industrial scale with each trip lasting 6 to 8 days . lhe
Catch is stored on ice.
lhe second class is composed by 4,133 small artesanal
open deck dor ies equipped with inboard 9 - 36 HP diesel engines.
lhis artesanal fleet operates on a daily trip basis using stern
or small double-rig trawls. (SUDEPE - Report GPE, 1985).

-,
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4 - GEAR ANO FISHING

OPERAlIONS

lhe trawl nets used in the three major shrimp regions
differ mostly in size and mesh dimensions. lhe models
are
basicaly of three types: two seam, flat, and semí--be Iüoón trawls.
In the north region the trawlers are powered
by
bigger engines of 250 - 450 HP and small nets because of the
very strong currents that occur in t he Amazon area. Normaly the
trawlers operate with two 15 meters four seam trawls
(modpl
flat). lhe wings and belly are made of nylon (poLyamâ d ) netting,
twine 210/48 and 50mm mesh (stretehed lenght). lhe codend
is
constructed with nylon netting, 210/96 44mm mesh. lhe head- and
foot rope are of combined polypropylene wire 12mm. lhe
trawl
doors are made of wood and steel measuring 2.6m x 01.18m(average)
and weighing 170 - 190 kg. Recently polyetylene braided twine
netting is becoming popular.,
In 1984 SUDEpE and FAO experimented and introduced
in the Amazon region the twin trawl rig. lhe system
consists
of two small nets towed at the end of each outrigger. lhe two
otter boards are 30 percent smaller than the traditonal sizes.
A central sledge of thesame board sizes supports the
inner
bridles joining the two nets. lhis method has been used by the
foreing fleet for .the last four years.
lhe trawling operations in the north region
are
mainly done in 40 to 70 meters depth. lhe shr í.mp.çr
cunds consist
of smooth mud bottons in the Amazon mouth area, and rocky and
mud sea beds near the Guyana border. lhe operation
periods
generally vary with the season but normally trawling is
done
24 hours a day. lhe shrimp catch is processed on the deck, put
in polyetylene netting sacks and frozen in the hold. lhere are
no catch sorting tables or dives in the north fleet.
lhe fleet is equiped with the basic eletronic aids
such as; echosounder, radio-navigation, auto-pilot and
SSB
radio communication. Satellite navigation, radar and
colored
echosounder are becoming very popular.
lhe sea bob fisheries in the north ..east
region
operate with small and light gear. lhe most popular trawl model
is 16 meters two seam net made of nylon netting 210/16 with a

'0'
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36mm mesh. lhe codend mesh size has 28mm with 210/36 twine. lhe
modern double-rig trawlers are using two ten meter flat model
trawls made of polyetylene netting, 36mm mesh and 30/6 twine.
lrawl doors are ma de of wood and steel measuring 1.3m x 0.6m.
weigh.l.ng40 kg. lhe larger boats are equiped with diesel engines
of 90 - 170 HP and mechanical winches. lhe
trips
duration
varies from one to 5 days at maximum. lhere are norefrigerated
holds and the catch is kept on ice. lhe fishing grounds
are
very close.to the coast (5 miles) and the deepest trawling is
done in 20 m depths.
)

lhe south-east and south shrimp trawl fishery
is
divided in three classes of operations. lhe first oischaracterized
by vessels of 19 - 23 m which fish exclusively ~ brasiliensis
and P. paulensis. lhese boats are equipped with engines
of
180 - 270 HP and they trawl two semi-balloons or flat
model
nets of 16 to 20 m. lhe main netting is made of braided 1.5mm
polyetylene twine with 50mm mesh size. lhe codend netting is
made of polyamid 210/96 and 44mm mesh. lhe wooden and
steel
door have 2.4
0.8m weighing 140 kg. Normaly the gear
is
superdimentioned to the available power. lhis is due to
the
lower shrimp abundance compared with the Amazon region, 50 the
skippers tend to use bigger nets to increase
productivity.
Generally this procedure is not efficient and the engines are
seriously damaged by the excess of drago lrawling
operations
are done (average) 30 miles from the coast line, at 40m depth.
lhe sea bed consists of sand and mud near the coast line
and
mud with shells in deeper waters. lhe continental
shelf is in
average 80 miles wide, and trawling operations are extended up
to 150 meters for scampy (Metanephrops rubellus).
°Ouring the shrimp closed season, from February
to
April (recruitment protection), the large trawlers operate in
deeper waters (90 - 150 meters) catching scampy (~ rubellus).
lhey use the same prawn nets (50mm mesh) and riggings in this
period. Other boats use two wing trawls, with 120mm mesh
in
the wings and 100 mm mesh in the body, for demersallfish further
south (Lat. 320 DO' 5).
Recently, split-winches have been developed
national company and in a near future alI the fleet
gradually adopt this gear. A new 18 m trawler equiped
split-winches is using, also, with success a twin net rig
nets) .

by
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In the south east fleet there is also

no

catch

sorting table or devices.
lhe semi-industrial sea bob double-rig ~rawlers are
more coastal and operate with two twelve meters flat
model
trawls, made of polyetylene twine 30/09 and 36mm mesh
size.
lhe doors are made of wood and steel measuring 1.4 x 0.6 m and
weighing 60 kg (average). lhese vessels are equiped
with
echosourders and SSB radio communication.
lhe artesanal sea bob trawling fisheries also use
the double-rig system in small·open dories,
equipped
with
central diesel engines of 09 - 36 HP. lhe two seam nets, with
long narrow wings, measuring 10 m each are very popular. lhe
main netting is made of polyamid 210/09 twine, 26mm or
30mm
mesh size. lhe bunt twine is 210/36 with a 26mm mesh. Headand
foot ropes are made of polypropylene 6mm rope. lhe trawl doors
are constructed of solid wood, wit.h no slots measuring 0.65m x
0.37m and weighing 18 kg. lhe two outriggers are made of wood
measuring (average) 3 m.
lhese fisheries are very coas tal and genera11y each
boat is operated by one mano lhe double-rig gear is hauled by
a simple mechanical winch drum driven by the engine. lhe trawl
warps are made of 8mm polypropylene rope. lhe sea bob
and
white shrimp are sorted on deck and keeped in polystyrine boxes
without ice.
Other shrimp catching methods
lagoons or stuarine areas, such as cast
"gerival" nets and gi11 nets (entangling
fishing gears are we11 known and used in
world.

are used
in
the
nets, fyke
nets,
nets) . Most of these
many parts
of the

lhe gerival net is a quite new method and probably
a unique gear for catching shrimp. lhis net was developed in
the south of Brazil and is operated by artesanal físhermen in
stuarine areas were the tidal currents have strong influence.
Basically the "gerival" is a cast net used in the
vertical
position and open by a fixed beam (wood or plastic). At the
top, a metal rig is introduced and a small bunt is fixed over
it. lhe net is operated from a small open rowing boat
that
drifts with the current. When the shrimp are covered by the
gerival they react verticaly climbing up the netting, passing

,
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through the ring and are trapped in the bunt. (Figure 2). The
net is hauled every hour and the deck operation only lasts 5
minutes.
The main advantages Df the "gerival" net is
that
no fish is caught in the operation, but shrimp. This makes it
a very selective gear and ideal for estuarine areas where the
preservation Df the young ictio fauna is Df great importance.
The fyke n~ts are also used for catching shrimp in
the south region in lagoon areas. These nets are operated at
night combined with li~ht attraction. One man operates 5 nets
(Figure 3). The by-catch has no economic importance
and is
discharged alive. Some fishermen only sort the shrimp at the
end o f the operation, causing total mortality to the discarded
fish.
Drifting tangling nets are used in some estuarine
areas but there is a Federal Legislation that controls
this
fishing method, because o f the small meshes that catch a great
number Df young fish.

5 - BY-CATCH

NATIONAL

SITUATION

The large coast line, different
social-economic
status Df each region and the operational conditions are the
main reasons determining the use or waste Df the
by-catch.
(Table 3).
In Brazil's major shrimp fishing regions there are
three different percentages Df by catch utilization.
In the north, fish by-catch is composed o f a great
number Df species Df commercial value. Bailon (report, 1981),
estimated that 70% Df the total fish biomass was weak
fish
(Macrodom ancylodon) that has a high market price but almost
alI the catch is dumped back to the sea.
The amount Df commercial fish caught in
relation
to the shrimp catches is 4.4 : 1, and the total
by-catch
represents 10: 1. (Damasceno,
in
prep , 1985).
These

10

values can increase ar decrease according to the season, fishing
grounds, etc. Considering the 1985 landings, the total fish
by-catch in the north region was 80,057 tons. From this total
only 2,000 tons were landed and 78,057 tons were wasted. The
ma in reason for this waste is the long periods that the boats
stay at sea and the lack of tradition in eating marine fish
in the Amazon region.
The fishing companies authorize skippers to keep a
maximum of only 2 tons of fish, because a lager amount of the
by-catch could put in risk the quality of the frozen shrimp.
A quick storage of big hauls can cause an
increase
of
temperature in the hold.
)

SUDEPE, tried to introduce a by-catch
collecting
programme in the north fleet. The system consisted
of
a
collecting boat ar transport vessel that would work with the
trawlers. The by-catch would be selected, sacked
and
kept
temporarilly in the hold (if necessary). The bags would
be
tied with floats and thrown overboard and collected by
the
transport vessel. This system was approved by the companies
but did not start operating because the boat
owners
were
afraid that shrimp smuggling could occur.
The lack of sorting devices in the shrimp
boats
delay the operations and consequently alI the fish are left
on the hot deck. During the shrimp season, when yields
are
high, the classification and storage of the prawns can last
two hours and only after this period the by-catch is returned
to the sea. There are no survival rates.
In the north-east region the shrimp by-catch is a
very important economic resource. It covers aLl the operational
expenses of the boats. The fish is totally consumed by
the
local market and is sold fresh ar salted dry. Only pOisonous
species are discarded. The amount of fish caught in relation
to the shrimp yields is 8 : 1. The total by-catch landing in
1985 was 26,595 tons. The wast is estimated in 10
percent,
2,659 tons. (SUDEPE/CEPENE, 1986).
The main reasons for the utilization of the by-catch
in the NE region are the coas tal shrimp fishing grounds that
permit daily ar short trips and the lack of animal protein at
low prices for the poor population.

.-·
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The fish by-catch in the southern region of Brazil
represents an average ratio of 5.8 kg of commercial
fish to
1 kg of shrimp 5.8 : 1 and 16.2 : 1 considering
the total
by-catch. These proportions show that only 35% is
utilized
for human consuption and 65% is discharged back to the sea.
These values may change according
to the weather,
season
of the year and fishing grounds.
(SUOEPElCEPSUL, 1986). The
by-catch is an important economic suport for
the trawling
operations in the region. Th~ boats depend on the fish yields
to cover part of the fuel expence.s. There is a gradual tendency
to utilize greater proportiorts of small fish because of the
increasing demand of protein and the decreasing stocks of big
demersal species.
The by-catch in the sea bob trawl fisheries
is
composed of a great number of juvenile fish especially in the
artesanal sector. The small trawlers operate very close
to
the beaches and in lagoons. In this case, by-catch waste can
assume proportions of 95% to 100%. The lack of deck sorting
devices reduces the survidal rates in the by-catch close to
zero.
Considering the total annual shrimp catch of 28,021
tons in 1985 (SUOEPE, 1986), the total by-catch
in
the
south-east and southern region can be estimated
in 308,231
tons using a average proportion of 11:1 (by-catch:
shrimp)
with a waste of 200,350 tons. These numbers can be even greater
cansidering that the waste ratio can increase to evem 25:1 in
the sea bob fishery.
The national shrimp by-catch in the past,
was
always considered as an inconvenience or waste.
With
the
increasing demand af fish and the decreasing s t ocks.or demersal
species, the by-catch has become an important economic resource
and a danger for over fished populations, in some regions.

6 - GEAR DEVELOPMENT

ANO RESEARCH

Shrimp trawling fisheries have expanded

rapidly in
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the last

10 years.

investments
However,
little

High export

and consequently
the introduction

1984, SUOEPE/FAO,

introduced

more

are being

operations

built.

have developed

of double-rig

system.

very

Only

the four net rig in the

region. This method is gradualy
fleet. The net models are still
flat and two seam nets,

keep attracting

more vessels

the gear and fishing
since

prices

in

northern

been adopted by the southern
the traditional
semi-balloon,

made of polyamid

or

polyetylene

netting.
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6.1

- Experimental

Fishing

In 1986, SUOEPE/CEPSUL
project

in the south

new fishing
select

methods,

by-catch.

concluded

of Brazil

The first

in Oecember

stage

devices

of these

to

to

gear

develop
avoid

experiments

or

will be

1987.

1 - Oevelop

research

escape

the south eas t and southern

objectives

panels

were identi fied:

for juvenile

region, where

species

the by-catch

for
has

importance.
2 - Oevelop

new selective

fish catches for the north region
fisheries in the south of Brazil.

Brazilian

an experimental

with the objetive

nets and escape

I hr e e di fferent

economic

started

3 - Test and develop
shrimp fleet.

6.2 - MateriaIs

and

nets that avoid!or reduces
for

the three

the

net rig

lartesanal

for

the

and Methods

To perform this project SUOEPE engaged the technical
staff and the R.V Oiadorim based at the CEPSUL in the state
of Santa Catarina, south of Brazil.
Characterists
Length

of the R.V Oiadorim:

O a

Beam
Depth
N.G.T
Construction
Engine

material

.23.75m
6,55m
.3,60m
95,14 Tons
steel
1 x Caterpillar

0-353

(380HP)

"

·
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The R.V Oiadorim originally was an
American
commercial shrimp trawler that was bought by SUOEPE in 1972
and altered to a multipurpose research boato Since 1981 it is
working in the south of Brazil with pelagic and demersal gear.
To develop the selective gear and
experimental
fishing programme the R.V Oiadorim was equipped with a three
trawl system for shrimp and scampy, operated from the double-rig
booms. (Figure 4).
The three net rig was chosen because
of
the
advantages in trawling more than two nets of different sizes
wi th
escape devices, at the same time.
. This
method
uses smaller trawl boards that requires less
power
and
consequently less fuel. The system was rigged with two small
semi-balloon nets (11 m head rope) and one big
wing
or
semi-balloon trawl (20 m head rope). The nets were made of
braided polyetylene twine and 50 mm mesh size in the
small
units and 70 mm in the big nets. The codends were
made
of
polyamyd netting 210/96 with a mesh size of 44 mm.
The two otter boards were made of wood and
steel
measuring 2. Om x O. 75m weighing 120 kg each. The steel skids
measured 2,Om x 0.7m and weighed 150 kg.
The general operations with the three nets
were
carried out using the same methods
of
the
traditional
doube-rig system. The big center net however was hauled using
the existing purse seine power block.
SCAPE PANELS:
The first test for selecting
by-catch
during
trawling was done with escape panels for juvenile fish in one
small semi-balloon trawl. This system consisted of a
section
of square meshes (70mm stretched) that joined the belly
of
the net to the codend. The utilization of square meshes
was
first tested in codends for selectivity experiments on whiting
(Merlangius merlangus ·L)
and haddock
(Melanogrammus
aoglefinus
L) with great sucess by Robertson, (1983).
The
under water observations done by Marine Laboratory, Scotland,
proved that the square meshes keep open and do not
deform
during trawling.

·
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Experiment

1

The first escape section had a 50mm netting funnel
joined at the end o f the belly and extended up to the beginning
square mesh area into the codend. In this way, the shrimp is
kept at the end Df the bunt by the water pressure
and
the
small fish that keep swimming ahead can return to the square
meshes and escape (Figure 5). The selectivity
results
were
obtained by comparing the by-catch quantities in nets equipped
with the escape section with the ones from the normal small
semi-balloon

trawl nets.
Experiment

2

The second test consisted o f 5 hauls using a shorter
funnel that leads the catch into the square section
just
before the codend (Figure 5). This modification gave
more
escape area to the device.
Experiment

3

The third experiment was tested with only the square
70mm mesh in the upper section and diamond 50mm mesh
in the
lower section. The inner funnel was excluded (Figure 6).
NET OESIGNS (RESEARCH IN OEVELOPMENT)
Experiment

4

Other experiments and modifications Df net designs
and riggings started in September 1986. The main objective was
to study the influences Df different net lengths (belly lengths)
versus by-catch. Total number Df hauls were 10.
It is very common that net makers use
the
same
tapering IN2B or IN4B in alI shrimp trawl sizes. This
means
that big nets tend to have longer bellies
and
consequently
there is a tendency to increase fish by-catch yields. Normally,
smaller trawls or twin gear systems catch more shrimp and less
fish than traditional big trawls.
Tapering a net belly with an AB (alI bar) cut, the
trawl becomes very short and works high off the bottom.
The

'
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netting r ses from the foot rope to the codend in a steep angle
that is generally avoided by fish. Normally fish trawls have
long bodies, with gradual tapering to decrease twine resistence
and turbulances that are sensed by fish.
í

Shrimp react moving mostly verticaly to approaching
gear. lhis behavior is observed very well in the "gerival" net
(Figure 2) where the prawns reach a heigt up to 2.5m
from
bottom to enter the top bunt. lhis alI happens at low
speeds
of 1 to 2 knots ànd no fish are caught.
Ba sed i cn these facts, two 11m semi-ballon net
were
made. One had 1N2B tapering in the belly and the other AB cut.
lhe longer net had 200 meshes deep, from the foot rope to the
codend and the smal1er net 100 meshes (50mm). (Figure 4).'
Experiment

5

A last experiment was done with the
short 11m,
semi-ballon trawl. lhe net mouth (bosum) was closed by 25 pices
Df twine, 2mm PA braided, spaced
in 20cm intervals along
the
j •
head rope and joined to the foot rope. lhe length of each twine
was 2 x 0,8 (vertical
oppening Df the net) = 1.6m (Figure 7).
lhis test had the objective td observe the selectivity
and
reaction Df big and small species.
,

7 - RESULlS

7.1 - Escape Panels
Ouring thelast three cruises of the R.V Oiadorim in
the southern region of Brazil, 12 hauls were done with by-catch
escape panels and 10 hauls with new net designs.
,

lhe experiment n~ 1 did not achive any significant
reduction Df by-catch. lhe small fish did notescape
through
the squa~e meshes and it was presumed that the 10ng
inner
funnel was blocking the square meshes. Also the funnel
was
clogged by big fish and weeds.
lhe experimeot :.nº.2 consisted Df the same escape
panel with a shorter funnel. Five hauls were done using
this

"

•
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devices and there was a decrease Df 40% Df small by-catch but
the shrimp yield also decreased by 25%. The clogging
problem
Df the inner funnel by rays and weeds persisted in this second
testo
In experiment n~ 3 the small fish by-catch
was
reduced by 30% and also the shrimp yield decreased by 30%. The
high prawn losses did not stimulate the continuation
Df the
tests.
7.2 - Net Design
The experiment (nº 4) with the short tapered
net
were done in September/1986. Ten hauls were accomplished during
the third cruise Df the R.V Diadorim.
The short net caught 14% more shrimp than the longer
net and the juvenile by catch yield was also greater.
Experiment 5
The experiment wi th the short 11m semi-balloon trawl
equipped wi th twines closing the bosum and mouth did not achi ve
significant reduction Df by-catch. The ratio Df small species
was the same as the other 11m trawl (long belly)
but
the
percentage Df big species was reduce in 90%. This
result
demonstrates that juvenile fish
can not escape
from
a
approching trawl, even if this net has a excluding device.
The three net rig was tested at several depths (20
to 250 meters) and in 48 hauls only two problems accured. This
system permitted the R.V Diadorim to trawl two 11 meters
and
one 20 meters net (42 meters Df head line) using only
two
2.0 x 0.7 meters doors. The 380 HP engine developed only
850
RPM. With the normal two 16.0 meter double-rig trawls
(32
meters Df head line) and four 2.6 x 0.85 meters door weighing
170 kg each, the same vessel engine need to run at 1000
RPM
developing 3.0 knotts. The exact fuel saving will be established
at the end Df the trials in December
1986.
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8 - OISCUSSION ANO CONCLUSION

lhe shrimp fisheries in Brazil

í

s gradualy developing

and fishing effort will soon get to the optimal limito
lhe by-catch is a very important resource
in the
northeast
and the vessel operations costs depend
on
the
commercialization of such production. In the south east
and
south the numbe r of discarded fish is slowly decreasing because
of the incr~ase Df protein demand and reduction of
demersal
stocks. Only in the north region valuable by catch is totally
wasted.
Considering the total national waste of 281 ,066· tons
(estimated) of fish per year. lhe by-catch must bee
regarded
as a major fisheries potential and a threat to fish
stocks.
lhe research of selective shrimp trawls and methods will soon
became a limiting factor for the continuation of these f Lsher es .
lhe closing seasons imposed by SUDEPE in the south for
the
last three years has, undoubtebly improved shrimp yields
but
the subsequent recovery of the economic rentability
also
atracted more vessels.
í

lhe small artesanal double-rig trawlers have a very
important socio-economic activity but the inshore trawling with
small meshes is putting in risk the whole ecosystem
of
the
region.
has just
lhe research in selective shrimp trawls
started in Brazil and no effective results have been obtained
up to the present.
lhe square escape panels using 70mm meshes, proved
to be selective for small fish but the 1055 in shrimp
yields
unviablelized
this experiment for commercial operations. lests
with escape panels made of 60mm square meshes are neccornmende d ,
lhe short tapered net was only tested in eight hauls
and the results were suprising, the higher fish catch
rates
were not expected. It is possible that the high trawling speed,
(3.0 - 3.5 knotts) imposed in shrimp fisheries very
quickly
tire small demersal
species that are swallowed by the
neto
lhe experiment

nQ 5, with the closed

net (Figure 7)
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demostrated that"is easier to avoid or select big fish
than
juvenile species. Adult fish can swim faster and get clear from
the advancing trawl but t~e small by-catch is very vulnerable.
The increase of by-catch in the shorter net can not
be considered as a final result, because of the small
number
of hauls in the first cruise. It is possible that the
three
net rig has a greater influence in herding fish with its bigger
iweeping area. Also this method is more vulnerable to
strong
currents that alters the oppenings and the catch.
It
is
recomended that future experiments are done using these
nets
on separate riggings (double-rig system).
By-catch selectivity or avoidance are very complex
matters. Once fish enter the trawl they are stressed ando when
they reach the codend they are very tired (Main &
Sangster,
1983). The seIectivity panels are generaIIy Iocated towards the
end of the nets where fish and shrimp are cIosely mixed.
To
achieve quicker progress, direct under water observations
of
shrimp behavior inside trawls would be of great importance
for future deveIopments.
The design of new nets or methods that avoid
fish
by-catch is of great importance for the northern region. More
experiments are recommended with the geri vaI net to understand
the shrimp behaviour and the fish avoidance to the approaching
neto The operational principaIs of this gear can probably help
the design of new selective shrimp nets.
The by-catch from fyke-nets, g~11 nets and
othel
artesanal gear, used in Iagoon an estuarine areas, has not yet
been studied but certainIy has a great infIuence
over
the
juvenile fish stocks. A research programme on this matter
is
recomended
due to the increasing fishing effort.
The by-catch collector and transport boats, for the
Amazon region,is probably the most viable
and
immediate
• solution to avoid the waste of 78,057 tons of fish per year.

,.

The development of selective devices nas to consider
that the resuIts will be used by the commercial fleet.
This
means that the gear or methods must be praticaI and as simpIe
as possible. Expensive and complicated nets will
not
be
accepted by traditional fishermen.

.
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lhis paper strongly recommends that alI
fisheries
departments in Brazil start to consider the by-catch as a very
important fisheries resource and a National problem that must
be controled, better utilized and avoided according
to
the
role of each region.
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Table
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Total shrimp catches per region in metric tons and estimates of by-catch and
discards in the Brazilian fisheries, 1985.
Source - SUDEPE/CEPSUL/CEPENE, 1986

Discard
Ratio

By-catch
Landino

By-catch
Waste

80,057

2,000

78,057

97.5

%

3,324.4

26,595

23.936

2,659

11.0

%

South east & South

28,021.0

308,231

107.881

200,066

65.0

%

Total

39,351.1

414,883

133,817

281,066

Total
Shrimo catch

Total
By-catch
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